
SESSION NO#:  Chipping 

SESSION GOAL:   To have the players learn chipping swing and the result of changing swing length. 

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED:  Enough clubs for all players. Hula hoops, flags, cones, golf balls, tennis balls. Optional rope 

VENUE:    Around the practice green at the golf course 

INTRODUCTION: Welcome, tell the players what they will be doing today. Ask them if they have had any practice 

from last week’s session, have a short review of what they learned last week. 

   Have them tell you what the safety rules are 

WARM UP:  Name Game: 
1. All juniors stand in circle. A junior throws a tennis ball (or a fun ball) to another junior 

saying their name, who passes to different junior saying there name. 
2. When all juniors have received and thrown the ball, the game is to be replayed (don’t tell 

the juniors this will happen at the start) where juniors repeat the pattern of who they 
received the ball from and who they threw the ball to – were they paying attention! 

3. The game can be made harder with introducing a second ball being thrown at the same 
time as the first, following the same pattern. 

    
SKILL: 1. Have the players show you the grip and chipping stance they have learned.  

2. Ask what happens if they shorten their swing or lengthen swing. 
3. Demonstrate chips using short swing and with long swing, keeping steady swing centre 
3. Players practice chipping  
 

TGfU:   Game: Jockeys Revenge 
 

1. Set up lines of cones that are approximately a metre apart. 
2. Players use a different length swing to chip the ball over each row of cones 

 
Can you see: 

 Weight remaining on front foot. 

 Body remaining centre and stable 
You could ask: 

 What can you do make the ball fly a short distance, but roll a long way? 

 What can you do make the ball fly a high and slightly longer, but roll a short way? 
Variations: 
Easier – use tennis balls, make gap between cones larger. 
Harder – change club and see difference, make gap between cones smaller, place water/bunker 
hazards and give point penalties 

 

WARM DOWN:  Get players to show you their chipping (4 chips each) 

CONCLUSION:  1.  Congratulate everyone on a great session, ask them some questions 
2. Suggest practice type, inform next session: what, where, when & get feedback 

 
SELF REFLECT:   

 


